Queueing networks featuring fork/join stations are natural models for a variety of computer and manufacturing systems, including parallel computer networks, fabrication/assembly systems, supply chains and material control strategies. Unfortunately, an exact solution for a Markovian fork/join network can only be obtained by analyzing the underlying Markov chain using numerical methods and these methods are computationally feasible only for networks with small population sizes and numbers of service stations. In this paper we present a new, simple and accurate analytical approximation method to estimate the throughput of a closed queueing network that features a single fork/join station receiving inputs from general subnetworks. Our technique first estimates arrival processes from the input subnetworks. It then uses the estimated arrival processes, combined with aggregation, to derive a closed form approximate expression for the network throughput (and other performance metrics) by analyzing a simplified Markov chain. An extensive numerical study reveals that our proposed approximation is highly accurate, especially for large network sizes, providing an average error of 0.91% in throughput calculation. Our approximation is in general superior to existing techniques in terms of accuracy (the smallest average error of which is 1.7%), and provides significant computational advantage compared to simulation and existing approximation techniques, the latter of which may even fail to provide a solution.
Introduction
Fork/join stations are used to model synchronization between entities within a queueing network; at a fork/join station, different types of entities in the network are matched to form a single batched entity. After receiving service, this batched entity is decomposed into its component entities, which follow a path specific to its type.
Networks containing fork/join stations are natural models for a variety of computer and manufacturing systems. These include:
• Computer and communication networks in which fork/join stations have been studied in the context of parallel processing, database concurrency control, and communication protocols (Bacelli et al. 1989 , Varki 1999 , Prabhakar et al. 2000 , Ko and Serfozo 2004 .
• Fabrication/assembly systems in which fork/join networks have been used to represent the assembly of a product, or a system that requires several parts that are processed simultaneously (Harrison 1973 , Latouche 1981 , Hopp and Simon 1989 , Duenyas and Hopp 1993 , Duenyas 1994 , Rao and Suri 1994 .
• Several material control strategies for production systems, such as multi-stage kanban or CONWIP systems, which can be modeled as closed queueing networks (CQNs) with fork/join stations (Duenyas and Hopp 1992 , 1993 , Di Mascolo et al. 1996 , Krishnamurthy et al. 2004 , Krishnamurth and Suri 2006 .
• Transshipment based supply chains in which holding inventory at the transshipment point is not feasible; here fork/join stations are used to model synchronization between arriving and departing cargos at the transshipment location (Sönmez 2009 ).
Fork/join stations are an important modeling tool, but analyzing queueing networks
(open or closed) that include a fork/join station is a difficult task: Even when all stations have exponential service times, these networks do not admit product-form solutions. Thus, exact solutions of these networks can only be obtained by analyzing the underlying Markov chain using numerical methods. However, such analysis is computationally feasible only for small networks (in terms of population size and number of stations).
Several researchers have developed various exact or approximate methods for analyzing the performance of a fork/join station in isolation. A common feature used in these analyses is a description of the inter-arrival times of entities to the buffer queues of the fork/join station. However, in most fork/join networks this arrival process is not known a priori.
For example, the arrival process to the fork/join station can be significantly influenced by the characteristics of the subnetworks from which arrivals occur; these characteristics may include population limits, service characteristics, and network topology. In this case, one must resort to approximation methods. Unfortunately, existing approximation methods, reviewed in §2, are restricted to networks with special input subnetwork configurations and largely rely on iterative algorithms.
In this paper, we present a new and simple approximation method for estimating the throughput of a closed queueing network with a single fork/join station with two buffer queues. The station's buffer queues may receive inputs from finite population general subnetworks. We first create an aggregated version of the original network by replacing each input subnetwork with a single flow-equivalent Coxian service center. Crucially, we model both the mean and variance of the service time at each Coxian station in a novel loaddependent manner. These load-dependent parameters are obtained by analyzing each input subnetwork in isolation, as a CQN. Finally, we analyze the simplified Markov chain associated with the aggregated network to obtain closed-form approximations for the performance metrics of the original closed fork/join network. We also discuss how to apply our method in more general settings.
Our extensive computational experiments reveal that our approximation is both fast and highly accurate, especially for large network sizes (when it would be most valuable). Specifically, our approximation yields an average error of only 0.91% in the calculated throughput with a computational time under one second in all cases studied. Moreover, our approximation is in general superior to existing techniques in terms of accuracy-the smallest average error of which is 1.7% -and it is orders of magnitude faster compared to simulation and these approximation techniques, the latter of which may ever fail to provide a solution (converge).
In addition, our findings provide insights into how the accuracy of our approach and the relative performance of different approximation methods change with varying network size and topology, which has not yet been discussed in the literature.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We review the literature in §2.
Section 3 presents our approximation method. We present our numerical analysis in §4.
We conclude in §5 by summarizing our findings and contributions, and discussing further research avenues.
Literature Review
Previous research on fork/join stations can be classified into two main streams; based on whether the arrival process into the fork/join station is known a priori or not.
Known arrival process: Harrison (1973) and Latouche (1981) study fork/join stations with exponential arrivals and provide conditions for the stability (convergence of waiting time in distribution). Also in this setting of exponential arrivals, Som et al. (1994) and Takahashi et al. (1998) analyze the underlying Markov chain to derive closed form expressions for the throughput and mean queue lengths of the fork/join station, and characterize the departure process from the fork/join station. Takahashi et al. (2000) relax this exponential arrival assumption and use matrix analytical methods to analyze the performance of a fork/join station in which the distribution of inter-arrival times follows an i.i.d. phase type distribution, assuming that the arrivals are from infinite-size populations (that is, arrivals are an uninterrupted process). Krishnamurthy et al. (2003) present a two-moment approximation for computing the throughput and mean queue length of a fork/join station in a closed queueing network with inputs from single station servers with phase type distributions. Krishnamurthy et al. (2004) analyze the underlying Markov chain of this closed fork/join system to determine performance measures such as throughput and the distributions of the queue length and inter-departure times from the fork/join station. When fork/join stations have more than two input streams, exact analysis of the underlying Markov chains can be computationally intractable. In this case, several methods have been proposed to approximate the relevant performance metrics of the fork/join stations, including those of Nelson and Tantawi (1988) , Liu and Perros (1991) , Rao and Suri (1994) , Varki (1999) , and Ko and Serfozo (2004) .
Although this stream of literature provides valuable insights, it is limited to fork/join stations in isolation: The arrival processes to the buffers queues are either known a-priori or generated from single server stations. For this reason, the applicability of these methods to more general network settings is restricted.
Unknown arrival process: Researchers have developed approximation techniques for computing the performance metrics of closed and mixed fork/join queueing networks with multi-station input subnetworks. Duda (1988) and Duenyas and Hopp (1993) propose approximation methods for obtaining the throughput of a closed fork/join network with input subnetworks having serial first-come-first-serve (FCFS) stations with exponential service times. Rao and Suri (2000) relax the exponential assumption, still in the serial FCFS setting, and present an iterative algorithm in the context of a fabrication/assembly system. Baynat and Dallery (2000) relax the serial FCFS assumption and develop an iterative approximation based on Marie's method (Marie 1979) for closed fork/join networks with general input subnetworks. In a mixed network setting, Di Mascolo et al. (1996) apply a product-form approximation, and Krishnamurth and Suri (2006) processes into the buffer queues of the fork/join stations.
Our work falls within this second stream of research, but it is neither restricted to special input subnetwork configurations nor does it use an iterative algorithm, due to our novel aggregation and arrival process estimation methods.
Method
We present an overview of our method in §3.1, the two steps that comprise it in §3.2, and extensions of our method in §3.3. Figure 1 displays the closed fork/join queueing network that we study. We refer to this network as network 1 throughout our discussion. Network 1 consists of a single fork/join station (station FJ in Figure 1 ) with two infinite size input buffers, B 1 and B 2 . Entities arrive to the buffer queues B 1 and B 2 from subnetworks S 1 and S 2 which may have probabilistic routing and general service times and disciplines, respectively. There is a finite population of size N i for each entity type i (i = 1, 2). If an entity arriving to buffer B 1 (B 2 ) finds buffer B 2 (B 1 ) empty, it waits for the corresponding entity to arrive to buffer B 2 (B 1 ). As soon as this corresponding entity arrives, one entity from each buffer queue is removed; they are After leaving the fork/join station, the joined entity splits back (forks) into its two component entities that are routed to their respective subnetworks. We assume that the joining and splitting operations take no time. In §3.3, we discuss how to apply our method when there are more than two buffer queues at the fork/join station, when joining and splitting are not instantaneous, and when a joined entity receives service at some stations before splitting.
Overview

Approximation Steps
Our aim is to approximate the throughput of network 1, denoted by x 1 . Our proposed technique has two main steps: (i) Aggregation and (ii) Markov chain analysis.
Step 1: Aggregation
In the first step, we replace subnetworks S 1 and S 2 with flow equivalent two-phase Coxian servers M 1 and M 2 using aggregation . We refer to the resulting aggregated network as network 2, which is displayed in Figure 2 .
In network 2, M 1 and M 2 are defined as FCFS stations with load-dependent service times.
We denote by y i (n i ) and c 2 i (n i ) the load-dependent service rate and squared coefficient of variation (SCV) of the service time of Coxian station M i , i = 1, 2, when there are n i jobs at this station. We set y i (n i ) and c 2 i (n i ) equal to the stationary throughput and SCV of the departure process immediately feeding buffer B i , when S i is analyzed in isolation as a closed network (with the fork/join station short-circuited) with n i jobs within it. Figure 3 presents this isolated subnetwork with n i circulating jobs, n i = 1, . . . , N i , where y i (n i ) and c 2 i (n i ) are defined as the throughput and SCV of the interarrival times at point A. We now discuss how to obtain y i (n i ) and c 2 i (n i ). Calculating the service rate, y i (n i ). If S i is a product-form BCMP network (Baskett et al. 1975 ), one can calculate y i (n i ) using the product-form steady state probabilities given in Baskett et al. (1975) . Otherwise, one can calculate y i (n i ) by solving for the underlying Markov chain representation of S i , or obtain an approximate value using any appropriate CQN approximation method available in the literature, such as Marie's method, the maximum entropy method, or diffusion approximation (Bolch et al. 2006, Chapter 10) . 2006, Chapter 10.1). A common assumption of these methods is that the traffic (arrival and departure) processes at each station are renewal processes. However, in most cases this assumption does not hold for CQNs, due to the finite population size. Thus, applications of these methods to CQNs (by creating pseudo-open networks) have not in general provided accurate SCV estimates (Whitt 1984 , Duenyas and Hopp 1990 , Sadre et al. 2007 ). Therefore, we develop a novel method to approximate the SCV of the interarrival and interdeparture times at a given station of a CQN.
Our idea is simple. We analyze two extreme cases where the renewal traffic processes assumption holds: The population size n i is either one or infinite. For intermediate values of n i , where the renewal assumption is not valid, we interpolate between the SCV values calculated for these two extreme cases.
Let c 2 A (n i ) be the SCV of the interarrival times at point A of subnetwork S i in Figure 3 with population size equal to n i . For the first extreme case, n i = 1, we calculate c 2 A (1) as follows: (For convenience, we omit the subindex i representing the subnetwork type.) Let Γ := {γ k , k = 1, . . . , K}, K ≤ ∞, be the set of directed cycles starting and ending at A in S. We denote by Ω k the set of stations on γ k , and by α k the probability that a job in S takes cycle γ k : K k=1 α k = 1 (each α k can be obtained using the routing probabilities of S). Let θ j be the random service time at station j of S, with mean E[θ j ] and variance
Also, let t k be the random total time required to complete γ k :
We then define z to be the random interarrival time at point A:
The mean and variance of z satisfy
The second extreme case is a congested network. Let I be the total number of stations in S and ρ j the utilization of station j, ρ j = λe j /m j , where λ is the throughput of S, equal to y, and e j and m j are the visit ratio and the service rate at station j, respectively. Let bott be the bottleneck station of S,
If there are multiple bottlenecks, any of them can be chosen. Since we study a congested network, we assume ρ bott = λe bott /m bott = 1. We then have ρ j = m bott e j /e bott m j , ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , I}. Let c Whitt (1983) , we approximate c 2 dl using the following traffic description equations. Let λ j denote the throughput of station j, λ j = λe j . We denote by c 2 kj and τ kj the SCV of the interarrival times and the routing probability from station k to station j in S. Let A j denote the set of stations immediately preceding j: A j := {k : τ kj > 0, k = 1, . . . , I}. We denote by b j the number of servers at station j. Then, following Whitt (1983) , we have the following conditions:
Flow through a station: c 2 dj
If station j is an ample server station, then c 
When there are multiple stations immediately feeding point A, the value of c 2 dj (n) for each such station can be calculated using expression (1), and c 2 A (n) is computed using superposition of these departure processes.
Choosing two-phase Coxian servers in network 2 allows us to capture SCV of service times in the range of [0.5, ∞). Thus, we define
For an SCV < 0.5, we could also use a Coxian structure with more than two phases at the cost of greater complexity in the following step 2.
Step 2: Markov Chain Analysis
In the second step of our approximation, we solve the Markov chain associated with network 2 created in step 1. Let w 1 (t) and w 2 (t) denote the number of type 1 and 2 jobs in the buffer queues B 1 and B 2 , respectively, at time t. Because two types of jobs are matched as soon as they appear at these buffer queues, it is impossible for both buffers B 1 and B 2 to be simultaneously non-empty. For this reason, we denote the number of jobs waiting at these buffer queues at time t as the one dimensional random variable w(t) := w 1 (t) − w 2 (t); w(t) takes values on −N 2 , . . . , −1, 0, 1, . . . , N 1 . For example, w(t) = −3 means that there are 3 type 2 jobs waiting at B 2 and no type 1 job exists at B 1 . There is no job of either type waiting at the buffer queues if w(t) = 0.
Let µ i1 (w), µ i2 (w), and p i (w) denote the three parameters of the two-phase Coxian server M i in network 2, when the state of the fork/join buffer queues is w. These state dependent parameters are calculated using the values of y i (·) and c
, and for −N 2 < w ≤ N 1 µ 21 (w) = 2y 2 (N 2 + min{0, w}),
We denote by q i (t) the phase of the job receiving service at server M i at time t:
With these definitions, the state of network 2 at any time t is completely characterized by the three dimensional random vector s(t) := {(w(t), q 1 (t), q 2 (t)), t ≥ 0}. For convenience, we will omit the suffix (t), as we will henceforth be referring to stationary quantities. The state space of s is given by probabilities sum up to 1. In particular, the balance equations for −N 2 + 2 < w ≤ N 1 − 1 are such that
where the first row in the system of equations (3) is the balance of the flow through the cut shown in Figure 4 , and the second, third and fourth rows are the global balance equations for states (w, 1, 2), (w − 1, 2, 1), and (w, 2, 2), respectively. For boundary states (−N 2 , 1, 0) and (−N 2 , 2, 0) the balance equations are
and for boundary states (N 1 , 0, 1) and (N 1 , 0, 2) they are
(5) Given π(s), ∀s ∈ S, we can calculate the throughput of network 2, x 2 , using the throughput of the Coxian station M 1 :
We use x 2 to approximate x 1 , the throughput of the original closed fork/join network.
Since the steady state probabilities are obtained, other performance metrics such as any moments of the queue lengths and waiting times can also be calculated.
Extensions
We assume that join and split operations at the fork/join station take no time, and that the joined entity splits into its components as soon as it leaves the fork/join station. Suppose instead that joining or splitting the matched entities take some time, which does not block the synchronization buffers B 1 and B 2 since entities are already matched, or the joined entity receives service at some stations before splitting. We can deal with this situation by removing the common stations visited by joined entities from the network and including their duplicates in each subnetwork in serial form, thus reducing the network to network 1 we studied.
We assume that the fork/join station has two input buffer queues, B 1 and B 2 . When there are more than two buffers at this station, our method can be applied by increasing the dimension of the state variable s representing the Markov chain associated with network 2. The addition of each extra buffer will increase the dimension of s by two. If solving for the steady state probabilities of the associated Markov chain becomes computationally intractable due to increase of the state space cardinality, one can employ a class aggregation technique to reduce the complexity of the analysis. For instance, this could be done by first analyzing a two input buffer fork/join system in isolation, and then replacing these two buffers with a single composite buffer in the multi-buffer fork/join system, as detailed in Liu and Perros (1991) and Baynat and Dallery (1995) .
Numerical Study
In this section we present the results of numerical experiments conducted to quantify the accuracy of our proposed approximation (6). We explore how the accuracy of our approximation changes with network size, since the primary purpose of developing our approximation is to analyze large fork/join networks for which exact numerical methods are not practical.
Specifically, we analyze two example network topologies: The first one has subnetworks with serial stations ( §4.1), and the second one allows for probabilistic routing ( §4.2). In §4.3, we compare the performance of our method against that of other approximation techniques from the literature, considering both the accuracy and computational time.
Throughout this section we use as a benchmark the throughput estimate of network 1 obtained using the ARENA discrete event simulation software,x 1 . We select the simulation run times and number of replications such that the throughput estimatex 1 reaches steady state and the half-width of a 95% confidence interval on this estimate is at most 0.5% of the mean. (Each simulation scenario is replicated 200 times with replication run time of 230,000 days with 30,000 days warm-up period. Steady-state is confirmed with the plot of throughput estimatex 1 over the run time.) We then compute the relative percentage error (RPE) of the approximated throughput x 2 given in (6) as
Subnetworks with Serial Stations
We first study example network 1, presented in Figure 5 , where each subnetwork consists of four serial stations with exponential service times with an average of 2 days/job. For values. We observe that the gap between the approximated and simulated throughput values is at most 7.3%, which occurs when there is only one job in each subnetwork. (At N 1 = N 2 = 1, the SCV of inter-departure times from isolated subnetworks is less than 0.5. Thus, we anticipate our approximation could be improved by adding more phases to our Coxian servers. Doing this would increase the state space of our model, for a benefit only in cases of small networks, which are amenable to other analytical methods anyway.) For each given r, the observed RPE decreases when increasing the population size after passing a threshold N 1 value (4, 3 and 1 for r = 1, 2, 3, respectively), eventually converging to 0.
As the population size increases, the throughput of the original fork/join network 1, x 1 , converges to an upper-bound, which is the minimum of the throughputs of the closed isolated subnetworks S 1 and S 2 , min{λ 1 (N 1 ), λ 2 (N 2 )} (Harrison 1973 , Krishnamurthy et al. 2003 . (2), improves when increasing the population size, as depicted in Figure 8 . Thus, RPE in Figure 6 decreases as bothx 1 and x 2 converge to the same upper-bound, min{λ 1 (N 1 ), λ 2 (N 2 )}, and the accuracy of the SCV estimate improves when increasing the population size.
In Figure 6 we also observe that holding N 1 constant, the observed RPE increases when increasing the balance of the network (as r approaches 1). To highlight this point, we plot the is explained by Figure 9(b) , which plots the mean waiting times at the bottleneck fork/join buffer B 1 or B 2 (depending on r) obtained both by simulation and by our approximation.
We observe that the mean waiting times (of the bottleneck jobs) decrease as the networks become more unbalanced, which suggests that the fork/join station has a diminishing impact on the bottleneck subnetworks. Thus, both simulated and approximate throughputs,x 1 and x 2 , converge to the upper-bound, min{λ 1 (N 1 ), λ 2 (N 2 )}, and the observed RPE decreases as the network becomes more unbalanced, because jobs from the bottleneck subnetwork are likely to never wait at the fork/join station.
Effect of number of stations. We now investigate the accuracy of our method as a To highlight the impact of network balance, we also study the RPE of our method as the number of stations varies, as a function of r, when N 1 + N 2 is fixed at 10 as depicted in Figure 11 . Again, the observed RPE increases when increasing the number of stations as the network becomes more balanced (r approaches 1), when the SCV effect is stronger.
Otherwise it decreases when increasing the number of stations, when the utilization effect is stronger. We discuss these cases in more detail next.
When the number of stations increases, the accuracy of our service time SCV estimate deteriorates, since we cannot model SCV values less than 0.5 with two-phase Coxian structures. Thus, the observed RPE increases when increasing the number of stations due to this SCV effect. However, increasing the number of stations also reduces the utilization of stations in the network. For unbalanced networks, this reduction then shortens the mean waiting time in each queue of the bottleneck loop, including the bottleneck fork/join queue, in both simulation and approximation models as displayed in Figure 12 . As the mean waiting time in the bottleneck fork/join buffer decreases, bothx 1 and x 2 converge to the same upper-bound min{λ 1 (N 1 ), λ 2 (N 2 )}. The result is a smaller RPE of x 2 , as already discussed when analyzing the effect of population size. Figure 11 shows that the utilization effect becomes stronger than the SCV effect, reducing the RPE of x 2 with increasing number of stations, as the network becomes more unbalanced.
Subnetworks with probabilistic routing
We now study a larger and much more complex network example, example network 2, displayed in Figure 13 . In example network 2, each subnetwork consists of multiple stations with various service characteristics organized in different network topologies. The characteristics of each station, in terms of number of servers and service time and discipline, are listed in Table 1 . In each subnetwork, jobs are routed to different stations probabilistically as depicted in Figure 13 . We conduct an analysis analogous to that performed in §4.1. Figure 14 (a) displays the observed RPE of x 2 as a function of N 1 , when r is fixed at various values. The observed inaccuracy of our method is at most 9.8%, which occurs, again, when there is only one job in each subnetwork. For each given r, the displayed RPE decreases quite rapidly with the population size after passing a threshold N 1 value, eventually converging to 0, due to the convergence to the same upper-bound and improvement in the SCV estimates as discussed in §4.1. Furthermore, similar to example network 1, we observe that for a given population size, the RPE of x 2 increases as the network becomes more balanced, while it decreases otherwise, as displayed in Figure 14 (b). (Note that, in example network 2, the case r = 1 does not represent the balanced network, that is, λ 1 (N 1 ) = λ 2 (N 2 ), since the subnetworks are not symmetric as in example network 1.) Thus, the insights generated from example network 1 hold true for example network 2.
(a) Impact of population size (b) Impact of r Figure 14 : RPE of x 2 on example network 2. 
Comparison with other methods
We compare our approximation against other approximations presented in literature in terms of accuracy and computational time. To the best of our knowledge, the current literature
includes four other approximations to analyze closed fork/join networks with multi-station input subnetworks: Those of Baynat and Dallery (2000) , Duda (1988) , Duenyas and Hopp (1993) , and Rao and Suri (2000) . We refer to these methods as methods B&D, D, D&H, and R&S, respectively. In method B&D, a closed fork/join network is considered as a synchronized multi-class closed network, which is then approximated by the associated single class product-form networks analyzed concurrently using Marie's method (Marie 1979) in an iterative fashion. In method D, a closed product-form network, which has an almost identical state-transition diagram to that of the fork/join network, is used to approximate the throughput of the fork/join system. In methods D&H and R&S, the closed fork/join network is decomposed into single class product-form networks in which the synchronization delay is modeled with the addition of an extra station. The parameters of these extra stations are calculated analyzing the associated single class networks in an iterative manner. Methods D, D&H, and R&S assume that each subnetwork has single server FCFS stations arranged in series. Thus, these methods are not applicable when the subnetworks have probabilistic routing or stations with service discipline other than FCFS.
We first compare the performance of our approximation and of the other four methods on example network 1 with serial service stations, illustrated in Figure 5 . Similar to our analysis in §4.1, Figure 15 plots the observed RPE for each of these methods as a function of N 1 , when r is fixed at 1 and 3, respectively. Furthermore, Figure 16 presents the RPE's of these methods as a function of r, when the population size is fixed at 10. We obtain all of these results using Mathematica (version 7.0) on an Intel dual core CPU machine. In our calculations, we use the convolution algorithm (Bolch et al. 2006, Chapter 8) to analyze the utilized product-form networks.
We observe that our approximation dominates methods B&D, D&H, and R&S in terms of accuracy (RPE) on virtually all of the balanced and unbalanced network cases, as depicted in We next compare our approximation and method B&D on example network 2, presented in Figure 13 , where jobs are routed probabilistically in subnetworks to stations with different service characteristics. As discussed before, methods D, D&H, and R&S are not applicable for this example. Figure 17 displays the observed RPE of the proposed method and of the B&D method as a function of N 1 , when r is fixed at 1 and 3, respectively. Figure 18 illustrates the impact of r on the RPE of both methods when the population size is fixed at 10.
From these figures, we observe that in most cases our approximation provides better RPE values compared to method B&D. Specifically, the gap between these RPE values is substantial for small population sizes. This gap closes as the population size increases, that is, when the SCV of the inter-arrival times at the buffers of the fork/join station converges to 1. Method B&D assumes exponential interarrival times at the fork/join buffers under all load levels (due to the application of Marie's method). On the other hand, our approximation relaxes this assumption; the SCV of the interarrival times at the fork/join buffers changes in a load dependent manner as explained in §3.2.1. In other words, method B&D only updates the first moment of these times, whereas, our approximation changes both the first and second moments of these times in a load dependent manner to approximate the arrival process at the fork/join buffers. In example network 2, the arrival processes at the fork/join buffers converge to an exponential process when the population size increases. Consequently, the difference between the observed RPEs decreases. On the other hand, as the SCV of the interarrival times deviates from 1, our approximation yields considerably better RPE.
In all the cases studied so far, both the proposed and B&D methods provide their solution in less than a second, whereas simulation takes 74 seconds when N 1 = N 2 = 1 and 385 seconds We also compared our approximation and method B&D on example network 2 with more general subnetwork settings: Relaxing the BCMP assumption on the subnetworks.
To do so, we set to 0.5 the SCV of the service times at FCFS stations 6, 12, 27 and 32 while keeping the mean service times unchanged (see Table 1 ). We use Marie's method (to be consistent with B&D method) to calculate y i (n i ) in the first step of our approximation.
Figure 19(a) shows the observed RPE for each method as a function of N 1 when r = 1 (N 1 = N 2 ). We observe that our approximation provides substantially better RPE compared to method B&D, in particular for small population sizes. In some cases, method B&D provides slightly better results. Figure 19 (b) plots the computational requirement as a function of population size for both methods. In all cases, our method provides its solution in less than one second. However, the computational time of B&D method increases exponentially with rising population size; when N 1 = N 2 = 30, the computational requirement of this method is 90 seconds.
We next set the SCV of the service times at stations 6, 12, 27 and 32 to 5. Figure 20 shows the resulting RPE values for each method as a function of the population size. The observed inaccuracy of our method is at most 6% (when N 1 = N 2 = 3) and its RPE decreases quite rapidly with increasing population size. Once again, our approximation computes its solution in less than one second in all cases. On the other hand, Method B&D provides a solution only up to the case N 1 = N 2 = 9. For larger population sizes, it does not converge to a solution within a tolerance level equal to 0.001. The reason for that failure is that method B&D approximates throughput as a solution of a fixed point iteration algorithm. For N 1 = N 2 > 9, this method does not achieve convergence within 100,000 iterations (which take more than one day to execute). We observed that the algorithm cycles on a finite set of points that do not meet the convergence criteria (thus, further iterations do not provide convergence). Convergence can be attained by increasing the tolerance limit, but the obtained solution gives different throughput values for loops 1 and 2 of example network 2 (whereas they are supposed to be equal), and both of these throughput values are considerably different from the simulated throughput of example network 2.
We repeated our analysis when the SCV values of stations 6, 12, 27 and 32 were set to 2, 3 and 4. In all of these cases, we encountered the same convergence issue for Method B&D.
Overall, our method's average RPE is 0.91% in our numerical study. This average is 1.7%, 7.71%, 1.9% and 5.75% for B&D, D, D&H and R&S methods, respectively (on the limited instances on which they can be applied and will converge). Moreover, our method always returns a solution, whereas the competing iterative methods may fail to converge.
Conclusions
We propose a new and simple analytical approximation technique to estimate the throughput of a closed queueing network with a single fork/join station and general input subnetworks.
Our technique approximates the arrival process into the fork/join station using aggregation, and then approximates the system throughput by relying on an exact analysis of the resulting simplified Markov chain. In contrast to existing approximation methods, our approximation neither assumes special input subnetwork configurations nor does it require an iterative algorithm. A numerical study shows that our approach is highly accurate for networks of large sizes, which is when an approximation is most needed. Furthermore, we show that our approach has a significant accuracy and computational time advantage over all known algorithms available in the literature.
Our work can be extended in several directions. In broader settings, a network may contain multiple fork/join stations receiving input from general subnetworks. One way to deal with case is by using a product-form approximation, as discussed in Duda (1988) , Di Mascolo et al. (1996) , and Baynat and Dallery (2000) , which requires (i) decomposing the large network, (ii) studying each decomposed part in isolation, and (iii) replacing the decomposed parts with product-form stations using the results of the analysis in isolation in step (ii). Our method provides an accurate and efficient approximation for analysis of fork/join structures with general input stations in isolation as CQNs. Thus, it can be used in the most crucial step (ii).
In our aggregated network, we use a two-phase Coxian server which allows us to control for the first two moments of the inter-arrival process at fork/join buffers. One could use a simpler structure, such as a single exponential server, at the cost of accuracy, or a more detailed structure, such as a multi-stage Coxian server, at the cost of computational complexity. It would be of interest to study this accuracy-simplicity tradeoff.
Our numerical findings show that our approximation can over or underestimate the network throughput depending on the accuracy of the SCV estimate. It would be of interest to develop bounds on throughput, or a correction factor to calibrate the approximated throughput based on the SCV of the inter-arrival values utilized.
We develop a novel method to estimate SCV of inter-arrival times, since existing methods do not provide accurate estimates for CQNs. Finally, it would be of interest to improve the accuracy of our method by utilizing alternative fitting techniques.
